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OS Map:       Track:       GPX for SatNav      10 Miles        Updated: 2023

From the Karavella Bus Station, get the 609 bus at 09:00 (Saturdays) or 07:50 (Weekdays). The 2019/2023 fare was
EUR 1.50. Stay on the bus to the end of the line.

Check these times at http://www.pafosbuses.com/

The map shows the bus route in green and the walk in blue.

From Episkopi, head south along the main road with impressive cliffs on the right. The road bends right, west. When the
road bends north, turn off left and continue west. The track dips and then climbs, giving good views.

At a Y-junction, turn left, Southwest. Head towards Marathounta. The track passes south of the village and then heads
south. There is a right turn, west. Don't miss this! The track soon bends left, south again. Ignore the first right turn out of
the valley. Take the second turning (the rightmost of three tracks), climbing rapidly towards quarrying equipment.

The track emerges onto tarmac. Head southwest and cross the motorway. The walk passes through gradually more
residential areas. Cross Aphrodite Park. This pleasant spot might be a good place for a break.

Follow the cliff path past the caves of the seven Saint Georges with the icons and religious paraphernalia.

The GPS track follows some strips of park land. The map does not make this obvious so using a GPS device is a good
idea. In Paphos, there are some useful shortcuts and alleys. Otherwise just follow the parallel roads and endure the
traffic.

At the end of the walk, head back to Karavella bus station. This is a 3 km walk or take the frequent 618 bus.

Modify this walk depending on the location of your accommodation.

Please support rambling and the countryside.       Join the Ramblers at  https://www.ramblers.org.uk/
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